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Injured F1 driver Massa back in Brazil (AFP)
AFP - Formula One driver Felipe Massa arrived in
his native Brazil late Monday, flying in from
Hungary where he had surgery for serious head
injuries sustained in a June 25 racing accident.
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Massa arrives in Brazil for more tests (Reuters)
Reuters - Injured Ferrari driver Felipe Massa arrived home in Brazil on Monday after nine
days of treatment in a Budapest hospital and said he hoped to make a swift return to
Formula One.
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National security adviser heads to Brazil (AP) AP - The White House's national security adviser is heading for a
two-day trip to Brazil this week.
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Brazil's growing middle class powers rebound (McClatchy Newspapers) McClatchy Newspapers - RIO DE
JANEIRO — Brazil is beginning to pull out of an economic dive triggered by the global financial crisis, but it's not
the country's vaunted soybean, meat and iron ore exports that are powering the turnaround of the world's ninthlargest economy.

Brazil busts international prostitution ring (AP) AP - Brazilian police say they have busted a ring that allegedly sent
some 200 women in the last year to the United States, Europe and elsewhere to work as prostitutes.

Convicted Brazilian church leaders return home (AP) AP - The married couple who lead one of Brazil's largest
evangelical churches returned home Saturday to cries of joy from followers after serving a two-year sentence in the
United States on money smuggling charges.

Bail for Brit girls accused of fraud in Brazil (AFP)
AFP - Two 23-year-old British women accused of lying about a robbery in a travel
insurance scam have been freed on bail from a Brazilian jail, legal officials in Rio de
Janeiro said Saturday.
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